Introducing FleetConnect

“Impossible is Only an Opinion”
RTMS when correctly implemented not only delivers enormous returns in improved efficiency, risk reduction and the obvious benefits of good governance but also increases profitability.
FleetConnect software suite is an intelligent fleet management solution that enables efficient audits for RTMS members
• Web based (zero footprint)

• Comprehensive Fleet/Asset Management – single platform

• Detailed information and management of all cost factors
  • Fuel, toll, maintenance, repairs, fines etc.

• Pro-active vehicle/asset maintenance & licencing

• Accident & Insurance management

www.fleetconnect.co.za
• Fleet Connect offers a single electronic platform for the implementation, management and auditing of RTMS compliance requirements
• Fleet Connect offers a single web based repository for all RTMS documentation and can be accessed from anywhere.
• Fleet Connect provides RTMS process guidelines for each segment
FleetConnect adds value, irrespective of your fleet management maturity

Supplying a Nerve Centre for the Life Cycle Management of Moveable Assets

Execution and ROI
- High impact decision making
- Opportunities for improvement

Insight
- Predicting the future
- Improved understanding

Analytics
- Historical View
- Automation

Business Intelligence
- Accurate and real-time data
- Standard Reporting
- Full Control

Plan, Design, Strategic Objective
- Align Business Processes, People and Systems
- No systems or control

Enterprise Intelligence
- www.fleetconnect.co.za
Our Offering

- Organisation Management
- Asset Management
- People Management
- Fuel Management
- Repairs & Maintenance Management
- Accidents & Incidents Management
- Fines & Licence Management
- Telematics & IoT Devices
- Fleet Governance Management (RTMS)

Fleet Utilisation
RTMS Rules of Compliance

Maintain a haulage fleet inventory
- Asset Management

Assess vehicle mass before each trip
- Telematics & IoT Devices

Verify mass determination method
- Telematics & IoT Devices

Vehicle and load safety
- Organisation Management
- People Management
- Accidents & Incidents Management
- Repairs & Maintenance Management

Driver Wellness
- People Management

Provide training and education
- Organisation Management
- People Management
- Accidents & Incidents Management
RTMS Rules of Compliance

Keep records and documentation
- Fleet Governance Management

Assign tasks and responsibilities
- Organisation Management

Perform internal reviews
- Organisation Management
- Asset Management
- Fines & Licence Management
- Fuel Management
- Fleet Governance Management
- People Management
- Repairs & Maintenance Management
- Accidents & Incidents Management
- Telematics & IoT Devices